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INTANGIBLE HERITAGE TRUST FOR 
IRIGA CITY (IHT-IRC) 

 

 

1. Context 
Iriga City is a medium-size urban centre, located 400 kilometres south-east of Metropolitan Manila. 
The city of 111 757 inhabitants (NSO 2015) spreads over a total landlocked area of 131.4 square 
kilometres – an exception in the Bicol Region, an extended peninsula oriented towards the Pacific 
Ocean and the Philippines’ internal seas. 

Iriga City is at the centre of the Bicol region, a singular entity distinct from the rest of the Philippines 
as regards with geography, but also food, verbal culture, agro-economic profile, and a notable 
dynamism among its residents. In addition, Bicol’s inhabitants, strongly Christians, are also equally 
passionate about rituals inherited from the precolonial period.  

http://www.agenda21culture.net/index.php/fr/goodpractices-fra/good-practices-fra
http://www.agenda21culture.net/index.php/fr/newa21c-fra/new-a21c-fra
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2. Iriga and culture 
The Intangible Heritage Trust for Iriga City (IHT-IRC) policy and system evolved organically through 
time, involving the present Mayor, Madelaine Yorobe Alfelor, incumbent since 2016, and during its 
previous mandate, from 2004 to 2013. The term “organic” refers here to the participation of citizens in 
the transformation of cultural heritage through conservative, yet innovative policies.  

In this system, the organic creation of cultural identity shapes the coherence of the IHT-IRC, and in 
return, the IHT IRC is reviewed according to the community’s collective inclinations. Here, Iriga City 
applies to culture the same method of archiving and analysing that it applies in other sectors 
(agriculture, health, environment and other areas for sustainable development planning and 
implementation). In 2010, following the awareness that tourism picked up proportionally with enlarged 
festival formats, the city developed a strategy to become more attractive. 

One particular project part of this policy was the transformation of the city’s annual weeklong festival, 
Tinagba, from a community gathering existing since 1974, into a competitive, Bicol-wide regional 
event, centred on an indigenous harvest rite from ancient times. This harvest-offering occasion also 
celebrates the feast of Our Lady of Lourdes. A theatrical orientation also emerged from the demands 
of more street dancing, to the enthusiasm of the residents. 

In addition, other programmes related to intangible heritage have been developed over time. These 
programmes are embedded in social events taking place within specific barangays (the smallest 
political units), and involve local governments and citizens hand in hand. They include days-long 
chanting of the passion of Christ in a precolonial musical vocal/rhythmic tradition, Lancero de Iriga 
dance, aboriginal war dance called Rinampo, war dance tradition (performed with a theatrical 
rendering of St. Elena and her son Constantine searching for the true cross), etc. 

AS A RESULT OF ITS NEW CULTURAL POLICY, THE CITY EVENTUALLY RANKED 2ND TO CEBU 
CITY IN THE BEST TOURISM EVENT-FESTIVAL CATEGORY. 

3. Goals and project implementation 
1.1. Main aim and specific goals 
The IHT-IRC main goal is to enable the inflorescence of Iriga City’s performative expressions and 
linguistic heritage, building on the growth of these traditions in previous decades; and more securely 
connecting these traditions with the entire repertoire of sustainable development goals.  

In this sense, the IHT-IRC deploys programmatic documentation and analysis to deepen the 
understanding of each of these traditions, of the innovations introduced by practitioners, and of the 
most valuable types of interventions for long-term sustainability 

IHT-IRC sets forth the following specific goals:  
• Stage, document and analyse innovations to tradition, in order to produce, by the end of June 

2019, a clear record of the balance of tradition versus change (or vice-versa); 
• Make an evaluation of all future interventions and assistance that would be needed; 
• Gain a clearer understanding of linguistic evolution; 
• Clarify if and how links may exist amongst all sustainable development areas/cultural fields; 
• Produce a measurable assessment of shared well-being in the various parts of Iriga City. 
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1.2. Development of the project 

Main actions carried out 
The IHT-IRC is a multifaceted system of projects and programs that enliven the intangible heritage of 
Iriga City. This heritage encompasses performances and other cultural activities inherited from 
aboriginal, Spanish colonial, American colonial, and modern vocal, instrumental, theatre and ritual 
performances, as well as the languages known as Rinconada Bikol and Mt. Iriga Agta. The project 
consists in undertaking an extensive process of documentation and analysis, with a new emphasis on 
the interlinkages with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), under the common umbrella of 
“culture”. 

Already experimented for more than three decades, the IHT-IRC has taken a much more formal 
character under the leadership of the current city Mayor. The project is currently in phase 2 (2016-
2019), dedicated to establishing ties with sustainable development focused NGOs (e.g. the national 
organisation “Kaya Natin! Movement for Good Governance and Ethical Leadership”). A budget of PHP 
3.3M is allocated yearly from the City Government to support the events and documentation work. 
Phase 1 (prior 2016) focused on organic growth, and phase 3 (2019-2021) will elaborate IHT-IRC further 
into city/urban planning. 

As both a policy and system of actions, the IHT-IRC  is implemented concretely in many ways, including: 
assistance to community sub-groups in staging specific events at different times of the year; the 
openness of local administration towards a more regional festival character; the logical/administrative 
support encouraging and facilitating innovation or reinvention of tradition; the typical commitment of 
financial resources to event organisation; and the atypical commitment of various resources (not 
necessarily financial) to the strengthening of social relationships through these performative forms.  

The IHT-IRC is managed by the Iriga City government, in partnership with various performing arts 
groups of the city, some of which are kin groups or village organizations. In addition, Iriga City is 
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working in tandem with TAO INC, Philippines’ only and pioneer cultural development corporation, and 
national government agencies involved in cultural development.  

Since 2016, the IHT-IRC encountered several difficulties to be overcome:  
- First, even though old practitioners are completely embedded and linked with their village and kin 

relationships, most of them do not have access to higher quality education. Yet that would enable 
them to better understand their practice as valuable, from a wider SDGs perspectives. This 
challenge is to be overcome for younger practitioners, after Phase 2 will have provided the 
necessary insight and analysis regarding the exact nature of the knowledge gaps to be filled. 

- Second, it is urgent to respond to the needs of the marginalized aboriginal Agta groups, to ease 
their transition into a modern economy. These groups hold on complex traditions, and are culture 
bearers of the most archaic and genetic cultural heritage. Yet, they struggle to meet most basic 
needs, including basic housing, water, health, and sanitation provisions. In this respect, phase 3 
of the project should provide them with more knowledge on the SDGs and what the SDGs can 
improve overall in the society. 

- Third, the intermittent typhoons that pummel the Bicol Peninsula, in addition to climate change 
threats, may have damaging impact, on a yearly basis, on the very village configurations, where 
performances take place. In this sense, it is crucial to build resilient communities and to use 
culture as a lever to empower the residents and make them more aware of linkages between 
culture, natural and humankind. 

THE CORE IDEA BEHIND THE PROJECT IS THAT INTANGIBLE HERITAGE, I.E. THE SUM OF 
TRADITIONAL SONGS, DANCES, RITUALS, THEATER AND LINGUISTIC CONVENTIONS THAT 
REPRESENTS LOCAL SENSE OF SELF AND COMMUNITY, IS A REFLECTION OF IDENTITY IN WAYS 
THAT RUN DEEPER THAN TANGIBLE HERITAGE. 

4. Impacts 
1.1. Direct impacts 

Impacts on the local government 
The IHT-IRC rides on the long success of local government support to performing groups, and vice-
versa. In recent decades, the local government gained enormous capacity in cultural administration 
and events planning. Simultaneously, the capacity of extended clan and village groups to work with 
local government — particularly in gaining access to training, advice, and materials from sources 
external to Iriga or Bicol — has increased. Moreover, the strong and inclusive community spirit is 
sustained by consistent support from the local government to citizen empowerment, an indicator of 
good governance.  

Impact on culture and on local cultural actors 
The IHT-IRC intends to strengthen directly local performers in all art fields (song, dance, instrumental 
music, theater, and linguistic traditions), to make them avatars of sustainable development in other 
spheres of Iriga City. Compared to other cities and municipalities in Bicol, Iriga has come to enjoy a 
reputation for extraordinary exuberance, and wealth of well-differentiated and enthusiastically 
performed traditions. In addition, Iriga residents stitch together clan and village ties, through calendric 
relays from house to house, memorializing the simple fact of community and village. 
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Impact on the territory and population 
The project targets 111 757 residents of the city, with the aim to improve their life and strengthen their 
pride regarding their own cultural and linguistic heritage, as well as to enhance their abilities to 
innovate within the sphere of their cultural identity. Iriga residents are atypical with respect to their 
adherence and devotion to traditions. For instance, they maintain thanksgiving rites that carry over 
from the atang, or offering rituals of pre-Christian Philippines, and tend to recognize the animist 
underlay of Christian practice.  

THE WELL-DEFINED SENSE OF COMMUNITY CHARACTER OF IRIGA RESIDENTS CAN ALSO 
EXPLAIN A CONCOMITANT EXTREME OPENNESS TO GENDER EQUALITY, ENLIGHTENED VIEWS 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT, AND TECHNIQUES OF GOOD GOVERNANCE. 

1.2. Evaluation 
Planning for evaluation for the IHT-IRC is currently on-going. It establishes three Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI’s), namely: 

• Measurable thoroughness: Videos, photographs and audio recordings are used to document 
all performative events taking place in the barangays during two entire years, as well as Mt. 
Iriga Agta and Rinconada Iriga languages; 

• Participation of members of the respective performing groups and Cultural Studies 
professionals to data gathering.; 

• Assessment of data that may be valuable for the design of the Phase Three of IHT-IRC. 

A separate Evaluation Team will be convened by the Iriga City Mayor to ascertain if the above KPI’s 
have been adequately met. This team, made of maximum five members, have to include at least one 
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linguist and one expert on Performance Studies or Philippine Studies. Locally- and nationally-based 
members should be in equal number.  

1.3. Key factors 

For the project to be successful, the “tangibility” of IHT-IRC outcomes should also be perceived 
through actual linked development work; e.g. the transition from poverty of the Agta communities. 

1.4. Continuity 
The support brought by the local government through over the last decades have included (but not 
limited to): sustained and reliable financial assistance, access to training and advice from external 
sources, guidance in events management, opportunities to meet other performing artists locally and 
nationally, educational opportunities, livelihood, and citizen participation in good governance. This 
support has been matched by performing artists and groups, and their relatives and friends, with 
sustained dedication to skills improvement, study of tradition and/or innovation, and evident loyalty to 
art and to the city. 

A KEY FACTOR FOR THE SUCCESS OF THIS PROJECT IS THE EXISTENCE OF POTENTIAL LINKS 
BETWEEN THE INTANGIBLE HERITAGE OF IRIGA CITY AND SOME OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS, EVEN IF THE NATURE OF THESE LINKS MAY ALSO BE 
DESCRIBED AS INTANGIBLE.  

In as much as IHT-IRC is a continuation of decades of organic cultural development in Iriga City, and 
of continuous involvement of Iriga local government, one can expect that continuity will remain a 
fundamental principle of the programmes in the years to come.  

5. Further information 
Iriga was a candidate for the third "UCLG Mexico City – Culture 21 International Award" (November 
2017 – May 2018). The jury for the award drew up its final report in June of 2016, and requested that 
the Committee on Culture promote this project as one of the good practices to be implemented through 
Agenda 21 for culture. 

This article was written by Madelaine Yorobe Alfelor, City Mayor, Iriga City, Camarines Sur, Philippines 
Website: www.iriga.gov.ph  

 
                         

http://www.iriga.gov.ph/
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